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Accordance
Accordance approached Office Profile to
complete a workplace consultancy study to
ensure they find a suitable new premises for
future growth. Areas involved in the project
including an open plan office space, offices,
meeting rooms and a breakout kitchen area.
Accordance, who offer international VAT consultancy and compliance services,
had secured a floor in a building located in Brighton. The building was in
construction stage when we were appointed by the client to perform the
workplace consultancy. Within the brief, the client highlighted the need for
ample storage and several collaboration points. They regularly conduct company
briefings, and the client wanted to be able to host the events within the new
office. The Workplace Consultancy included a space occupancy study, staff
survey, focus workshops with department heads / key staff, and a space audit.
From this, Office Profile built a report with recommendations over a number of
area’s including; a recommendation to relocate, what type of space they should
look for, how much space they need and a Zoning Planning Strategy, along with
a recommended IT Strategy. We supported Accordance throughout their search
for space, through the design and planning process, and then the relocation.

One of the meeting rooms at Accordance
which can seat up to 10 people

A small breakout area featuring Access
Chairs and a Uni coffee table

Private working booths with fold-away
tables outside of the meeting rooms

A VooVoo collaboration booth with
integrated table in the open plan space

A pull down projection screen in the office
space, where the client wants to be able
to host events

The breakout and kitchen area, with Feast
Metal tables and benches, Occo chairs
and Spin stools

• LOCATION: BRIGHTON, EAST SUSSEX
• VALUE: UNDISCLOSED
• FLOOR AREA: 7,062 SQ FT
• DURATION: 4 WEEKS
• STAFF NO: 100+
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